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Abstract
Selectivity in mechanochemical cocrystal formation between nicotinamide and anthranilic acid or salicylic acid was studied using tandem in situ reaction monitoring
by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) and Raman spectroscopy. Selectivity was probed
by offering a competing cocrystal coformer to a previously prepared cocrystal or under
competitive reaction conditions where all cocrystal coformers, in different stoichiometric ratios, were introduced together in the starting reaction mixture. Reaction paths
were dependent on the starting mixture composition and we find that the formation
of intermediates and the final product can be predicted from solid-state ab initio calculations of relative energies of possible reaction mixtures. In some cases, quantitative
assessment revealed different reaction profiles derived from PXRD and Raman monitoring directly indicating, for the first time, different mechanochemical reactivity on
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the molecular and the bulk crystalline level of the reaction mixture.

Introduction
Mechanochemical reactions are becoming increasingly attractive since they offer a means
to perform selective chemical synthesis with excellent atom- and energy-economy and with
little or, in some cases, no waste generation. 1–3 Being previously limited largely to processing
of minerals, metals, alloys and inorganic materials, 4 chemical transformations achievable by
using mechanochemistry now encompass almost every aspect of chemical synthesis, including
synthesis of organic, 5–8 organometallic, 9–11 metal-organic compounds 12–14 as well as multicomponent solids such as cocrystals 15,16 and the preparation of nanoparticles, 17 molecular
nanostructures, 18 pharmaceuticals, 19 advanced peptide synthesis, 20,21 supramolecular recognition, 22 and recently, enzymatic catalysis. 23,24 The widespread use of mechanochemistry
is since recently accompanied by the methodology to probe the course and mechanisms of
milling reaction by real-time in situ monitoring techniques based on X-ray diffraction, 25,26
Raman spectroscopy 9,27 or their simultaneous use in tandem. 28,29
These techniques have revealed surprisingly fast mechanochemical reactions and metastable
and short-lived intermediates indicating that mechanochemical reactions may bear a strong
resemblance to solution chemistry, despite them being conducted in the solid-state. Moreover, we hypothesize that many principles derived for solution reactions may also be valid for
mechanochemical reactions. In principle, we believe that a surface of potential energy could
be constructed where each stable solid phase would lie in its minimum and where energy
barriers could be identified for their potential transformations. 30–32 So far, such an energy
landscape is evidenced by the observation of the Ostwald’s rule of stages, 29,33 the equilibration of solids, 34–36 and stronger than expected influence of temperature on mechanochemical
reactions. 37 Also, while the catalytic effect of liquid additives is well known, 38,39 direct observation of lowering of an energy barrier and hence, reaction acceleration by different liquid
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additives in a liquid-assisted grinding (LAG) reaction was recently observed. 40 In creating parallels with solution reactions, one also needs to consider solvation of solid particles, 41
which seems to have enabled control over selective preparation of three polymorphs of nicotinamide:benzoic acid cocrystals. 29
Specific energy relations between solids in an energy landscape would need to result in
selectivity in mechanochemical reactions. Indeed, in a pioneering study, Etter has shown specific pairing of nucleobases in a grinding reaction in the presence of a competing nucleobase. 42
Caira and coworkers have also shown selective cocrystal preparation starting from a mixture
of cocrystal coformers, 43 but they have taken their study a step further in showing that an
already formed cocrystal will react if a more selective coformer is offered. In a more recent
example, we have shown strong selectivity in supramolecular anion binding with the ability
of a host molecule to discriminate even among six dicarboxylic acids. 22 Abourahma and
coworkers have studied the robustness of a particular theophylline cocrystal while grinding
with other potential coformers and offered a qualitative interpretation of coformer replacements based on hydrogen bonding preferences. 44 Emmerling and coworkers have described
a selectivity study between several active pharmaceutical ingredients and anthranilic acid as
a cocrystal coformer and suggested that energetic and kinetic factors may need to be taken
into account as well. 45
Herein, we describe selectivity in mechanochemical cocrystal formation between nicotinamide (na) and two benzenecarboxylic acids differing in the functionality on the ortho
position: anthranilic acid (ana) and salicylic acid (sal) (Figure 1). Via quantitative assessment by tandem in situ powder X-ray diffraction and Raman monitoring, 29 we have observed
varied and intricate reaction paths in competitive cocrystal formation and cocrystal replacement reactions, involving formation of metastable intermediates and multistep solid-state
proton transfer. Accompanied by theoretical calculations of stabilities of participating solid
phases, we find that the observed selectivity can be readily predicted from relative stabilities of cocrystals and coformers, while the reaction mechanisms may nevertheless involve
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various, less stable intermediate phases. In the course of this study we have solved, from
powder diffraction data, the crystal structure of the nicotinamide:anthranilic acid (naana)
cocrystal (Figure 1c) and revised the crystal structure of the salicylic acid:anthranilic acid
(salana) cocrystal.

Figure 1: a) Mechanochemical preparation of cocrystals of na with sal and ana. Hydrogen
bonding in the (b) crystal structure of the nasal cocrystal 46 and (c) crystal structure of the
naana cocrystal.

Results and discussion
Cocrystal synthesis
Anthranilic acid is known to form three polymorphs. 47 The one we obtained commercially
and used in these experiments is designated as polymorph I (ana-I) and is zwitterionic. More
precisely, of the two molecules in the asymmetric unit of polymorph I, one is a "normal"
non-zwitterionic molecule while the other is zwitterionic. Before studying selectivity in
multicomponent reaction mixtures, we have attempted to prepare naana and nasal cocrystals
separately. In the 1:1 na:ana reaction mixture, the naana forms readily and directly from
reactants with no detectable intermediates. Formation of naana begins immediately upon
4

Figure 2: PXRD and Raman monitoring quantitative reaction profiles for (a,b) naana and
(c,d) nasal formation.
milling and the reaction was fully complete within 20 minutes milling. Crystal structure of
the naana cocrystal was thus far unknown so we have solved it from powder diffraction data
(Figs. 1c and S6). The crystal structure resembles that of the known nasal cocrystal 46 (Figure
1b), but it is stabilized by a larger number of hydrogen bonds since the amino group of ana
acts both as an acceptor and a donor of hydrogen bonds. In the naana cocrystal, ana is
not zwitterionic. The 1:1 cocrystal formation between sal and na also proceeds directly from
reactants and the reaction is complete within 20 minutes milling. Final product is the known
nasal cocrystal. 46 Even though both reaction are complete within ca. 20 minutes milling,
in situ monitoring revealed naana formation to be somewhat faster than nasal formation
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suggesting a lower energy barrier for naana formation (Fig. 2). For both cocrystal synthesis
reactions, quantitative assessments based on either Raman and PXRD monitoring have
revealed similar reaction profiles, indicating that the reaction mixture is crystalline and
contains little or no amorphous component.

Cocrystal selectivity and replacement reactions
Following cocrystal synthesis, we have attempted to predict the selectivity in formation
of each cocrystal by using ab initio calculations in the solid state to estimate the relative
energies of cocrystals and cocrystal coformers. Ab initio calculations are likely to provide
sufficiently precise energies, which can be used to assess possibilities of cocrystal formation 48
as well as polymorphic transitions. 49 In particular, density functional theory (DFT) with
newly developed functionals that include van der Waals interactions achieve good accuracy
in modeling molecular crystals. 50 Of several van der Waals implementations in DFT, here
we choose the nonemipirical vdW-DF-cx functional 51,52 that proved its accuracy in similar
systems. 49,53,54 Since the evaluation of (temperature dependent) Gibbs free energies from
DFT comes with a very high computational cost, here we only report the relative entalphies.
It should be noted that this could be, in addition to the exchange-correlation functional,
a source of imprecision in reported predictions. While comparing solids with the same
composition is straightforward, cocrystals with different compositions can also be compared,
provided that the overall composition is kept fixed by considering also the energy of the
competing coformer (Scheme 1). Such considerations should predict which cocrystal will be
stable if offered a competing coformer and which cocrystals will react to form a more stable
cocrystal.
Our calculations predict all cocrystals to be more stable than pure components (Scheme
1). The naana cocrystal (see later) is only 0.5 kJ mol−1 more stable than the mixture of na
and ana-I. The salana cocrystal is by 4.0 kJ mol−1 more stable than pure sal and ana-I. With
13.8 kJ mol−1 difference, the nasal cocrystal is most stable of all three cocrystals relative to
6

Scheme 1: Theretical prediction of the order of stability of cocrystals and competing coformers in the system of na, sal and ana. Two polymorphs of ana are included, ana-I and ana
polymorph III (ana-III). 47
pure components. The mixture nasal and ana-I, in the 1:1 molar ratio, is the most stable
combination. 47 Therefore, sal should be able to replace ana from the naana cocrystal while
ana should not replace sal from the nasal cocrystal.
For replacement experiments, a competitive cocrystal coformer was added to the mechanochemically prepared naana or nasal cocrystals. Thus, we have added an equimolar amount of sal to
the reaction vessel containing the naana cocrystal and, in the second experiment, an equimolar amount of ana to the mechanochemically prepared nasal cocrystal. As theory predicted,
we found that ana is not able to replace sal from the nasal cocrystal, but that ana is slowly
becoming amorphous during milling, evidenced by a gradual decrease in the scale factor of
ana derived from Rietveld refinement (Figs. S1 and S2). On the other hand, sal readily
replaced ana from the naana cocrystal in a reaction mechanism that involved intermediate
formation of salana (Figs. 3 and S3). The replaced ana from the naana cocrystal crystallized
concomitantly as a pure phase, but in a different polymorphic form than the starting ana.
The in situ formed ana belongs to the monoclinic polymorph III of ana (ana-III), which no
longer has zwitterionic molecules. 47 Formation of ana-III is surprising, since it was previously
found to transform to ana-I upon grinding, 47 and should be less stable than ana-I (Scheme
1).
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Formation of ana-III provides further evidence that unusual and metastable solid species
may be formed in a milled reaction environment. While a full investigation as to why the
less stable polymorph ana-III was formed here is outside the scope of this work, we may
offer possible explanations to its unexpected formation. Nuclation and growth of ana-III
during milling may be in accordance with the Ostwald’s rule of stages, but we haven’t
observed its transformation to the stable ana-I in the period of 25 min milling. Formation of
ana-III could be stochastic, as was e.g. the case with the formation of the katsenite metalorganic framework, 33 but this is impossible to judge since the experiment was repeated only
once. Finally, a likely explanation for the occurrence of ana-III involves stabilization of its
crystallite particles via surface interaction with the species present in the reaction mixture,
as was demonstrated by Belenguer et al. 41 and by us 29 when using liquid additives.
Crystal structure of the salana cocrystal, observed here as an intermediate, was recently
solved as a a cocrystal of sal and ana molecules, 45 However, we have revised here the crystal
structure of salana with the amino group of ana protonated in order to form three N−H···O
hydrogen bonds. The protonated amino group leaves two options for the position of one
hydrogen atom: either on the carboxylic group of sal or on the carboxylic group of ana. In
the case of sal deprotonation, a salt would be formed, while in the case the carboxylic group
of ana would be deprotonated, a zwitterionic cocrystal would form where sal would remain
non-zwitterionic and ana would become zwitterionic. Since determination of hydrogen atoms
from powder diffraction data may be unreliable, we have aided ourselves with ab initio
calculations to rank in energy these two crystal structure candidates and found the second,
zwitterionic cocrystal option, to be slightly more stable. Final Rietveld refinement was
performed against high-resolution powder X-ray diffraction data, collected at the powder
diffraction beamline 11-BM at the Advanced Photon Source, to reveal a chemically reasonable
network of hydrogen bonds in the zwitterionic salana cocrystal (Figs. 4 and S7).
With crystal structures of all participating phases now known, Rietveld refinement enabled extraction of reaction profiles which reveal immediate and concomitant formation of
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Figure 3: Reaction profiles for the mechanochemical reaction of the naana cocrystal with sal,
derived from time-resolved tandem in situ monitoring by (a) PXRD and (b) Raman spectroscopy. Error bars correspond to standard deviations as obtained from the corresponding
refinement procedures.
nasal and salana cocrystal at approximately the same rates in the beginning of the reaction while sal is present in the reaction mixture (Figure 3). Later on, formation of salana
gradually slows down and stops just at the time pure sal is fully consumed when it becomes the source of salicylic acid needed for further formation of the nasal cocrystal. The
crystallisation of pure ana then also accelerates, but, as mentioned above, it crystallizes as
polymorph III, rather than polymorph I. In situ Raman monitoring revealed essentially the
same reaction course but suggest a significantly longer presence of naana and also salana,
which could possibly be amorphous. Worth mentioning, in this reaction sequence, the amino
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Figure 4: Hydrogen bonding in the crystal structure of the zwitterionic salana cocrystal.
Hydrogen bonds are denoted with orange dashed lines. a) Three hydrogen bonds surrounding
the protonated amino group of ana and (b) the hydrogen bond between the carboxylic group
of sal and the carboxylate group of ana.
group of ana underwent several proton transfers: from the starting zwitterionic ana-I, to the
non-zwitterionic form in the naana cocrystal, followed again by protonation in the salana
cocrystal and final crystallization of a non-zwitterionic ana-III (Scheme 2).

Scheme 2: Protonation-deprotonation sequence of ana in the (na + ana) + sal reaction
sequence. Polymorph designation is given according to Etter. 47

Competitive experiments
Next to replacement reactions, we have performed direct competitive experiments in mixtures
of na, ana-I and sal (Fig. 5). Milling equimolar amounts of na, sal and ana-I resulted in the
final formation of the nasal cocrystal. The reaction course however, included intermediate
10

Figure 5: Competitive mechanochemical reaction of na, sal and ana in the molar ratio 1:1:1.
Tandem in situ monitoring via (a,b) PXRD and (c,d) Raman spectroscopy. a) 2-dimensional
time-resolved PXRD and (b) the corresponding reaction profile. c) 2-dimensional timeresolved Raman spectra and (d) the corresponding reaction profile. Error bars correspond
to standard deviations as obtained from the corresponding refinement procedures.
formation of the naana cocrystal and formation of a small amount of the salana cocrystal
which remained in the final reaction mixture. Rietveld analysis of the reaction course exhibits
an initial decline in the weight fraction of ana-I consistent with the formation of a small
amount of the naana intermediaate. As naana starts to diminish after 2 min milling, the
weight fraction of ana-I increases, as the released ana crystallizes into the starting polymorph
I, before it is again consumed for the formation of salana. The rate of na consumption is
slightly faster than the rate of consumption of sal, consistent with parallel formation of nasal
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and naana. Raman monitoring revealed the same reaction mechanism with naana formation
and a small amount of salana in the final mixture. Consumption of na and sal and the
formation of nasal followed the same rates and trends in both PXRD and Raman monitoring
indicating that nasal is highly crystalline. Formation of salana starts just after 3 minutes
milling according to both Raman and PXRD. naana is slightly more persistent according to
Raman than according to PXRD indicating the presence of amorphous or nanocrystalline
naana undetectable by PXRD.
A limited study of LAG reactions was here performed where we have used methanol or
propanol as liquid additives in the na:sal:ana = 1:1:1 reaction mixtures (Figs. S4 and S5).
Alcohols accelerated the reactions and nasal formation was finished within 5 min milling.
With methanol, we observed intermediate formation of naana and the formation of a small
amount of salana, which remained upon further milling. Using propanol as the liquid additive resulted in a similar reaction mechanism, but without the formation of the intermediate
naana. These results strongly indicate the sensitivity of mechanochemical reactions to additives and the possibility to alter relative energies of solid species and barriers between
them and thus support the concept of the energy landscape in a mechanochemical reaction
environment.
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Figure 6: Competitive mechanochemical reaction of (a) na, sal and ana in the molar ratio
1 : 1/2 : 1/2 monitored by tandem in situ (a,b) PXRD and (c,d) Raman spectroscopy.
a) 2-dimensional time-resolved PXRD and (b) the corresponding reaction profile. c) 2dimensional time-resolved Raman spectra and (d) the corresponding reaction profile. The
reaction profiles in b) and d) exhibit a slight increase in the content of ana-I which is likely
due to the reaction being non-homogeneous immediately after initiation of milling and thus
would not correspond to an actual increase in the content of ana-I in the reaction mixture.
Error bars correspond to standard deviations as obtained from the corresponding refinement
procedures.

Milling na, sal and ana but now in the ratio of 1 : 1/2 : 1/2 resulted in surprisingly different reactivity as compared to the 1 : 1 : 1 mixture. The reaction mixture in this experiment
contained sufficient na to fully form both nasal and naana cocrystals. Comparing PXRD and
Raman monitoring (Figure 6), there are several significant similarities and differences: (i)
Formation profiles of nasal are similar in PXRD and Raman monitoring while the formation
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profiles of naana are significantly different. (ii) According to PXRD monitoring, the formation of naana did not commence until crystalline sal was fully consumed and nasal formation
was complete. On the other hand, Raman monitoring revealed naana formation soon after
nasal started to form. (iii) Formation curve of naana derived from Raman monitoring is
erratic while it is smooth according to PXRD (iv) Based on the initial stoichiometric ratio
of reactants and the similarity of molecular mases of nasal and naana cocrystals, final weight
fractions of nasal and naana should be similar and around 50 %. However, PXRD revealed
weight fraction of nasal to be around 55 % and weight fraction of naana around 40 % (the remaining 5 % belong to minor amounts of reactants). On the other hand, Raman monitoring
revealed, as expected, equal amounts of nasal and naana at the end of milling.
There are several possibilities to the observed discrepancy between in situ PXRD and
Raman monitoring. It may be due to partial amorphization of naana which would result
in apparent lowering of its weight fraction in Rietveld analysis, but it does not explain why
naana formation is not observable by PXRD until all sal is consumed. Another possibility
involves formation of a solid solution of naana in the nasal cocrystal which would increase
weight fraction of nasal at the expense of naana, but this explanation assumes that naana
in a solid solution in nasal would have the same Raman spectrum as pure ana, which may
be an unlikely assumption. It is also likely that naana crystal growth is hindered as long
as sal is present in the reaction mixture, consistent with the replacement reaction of naana
with sal. Since Raman monitoring indicates presence of naana, it can only be amorphous or
nanocrystalline and thus not detectable by X-ray diffraction. This is supported by a small
decrease in ana weight fraction before the onset of naana crystallisation. Only when sal
is fully consumed, growth of microcrystalline naana can proceed when it can be detected
by PXRD. This last possibility however, does not explain the discrepancy in final weight
fractions of nasal and naana.
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Conclusion
We have described mechanochemical transformations and selectivity in a system of nicotinamide cocrystals with two similar aromatic carboxylic acids: salicylic acid and anthranilic
acid. Cocrystals show a distinct order of selectivity and a less preferred one is readily converted to a preferred cocrystal when the competing coformer is offered. Among various
approaches to explaining the order of selectivity, we find theoretical energy determination
to be advantageous. With the advance in computational techniques and the availability of
high-performance computers, we believe it is no longer necessary to resort to qualitative
approaches, such as Etter’s rules, 55,56 which in this case, would suggest opposite reactivity.
Theoretical calculations will likely provide an order of stability with a high predictive power,
but we should nevertheless remain aware that in milling the real sample need not conform
to perfect crystals, 57,58 which are taken into theoretical predictions, but have defects, a
distribution of particle sizes and could easily contain an amorphous component.
This work has provided a clear example of different reaction profiles derived form PXRD
and Raman monitoring putting an emphasis on the complementarity of the two techniques for
in situ and real-time monitoring of mechanochemical reactions. While PXRD will detect bulk
crystalline species, Raman monitoring, which is more sensitive to the molecular structure
and the immediate molecular surroundings, will nevertheless detect a reaction occurring in
an amorphous component of the reaction mixture. We therefore expect Raman monitoring
to become an indispensable tool in understanding the dynamics of the mechanochemical
reaction environment.

Experimental
Mechanochemical reactions were carried out as described previously 29 using a Retsch MM301
(Germany) mixer mill operating at 30 Hz. Translucent and amorphous reaction vessels made
from polymethylmetacrylate (PMMA) had the internal volume of 14 mL and were purchased
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from InSolido Technologies (Croatia). Two halves of the vessel snapped upon closure to form
a leak-proof seal. Liquids in liquid-assisted grinding reactions were added using a Gilson automated micro pipette. Tandem in situ monitoring experiments were conducted at the ESRF
beamline ID31 as described previously. 29 Briefly, the experimental hutch was air-conditioned
to 20 ◦C, the X-ray beam and the Raman laser focus were positioned to approximately coincide on the same portion of the reaction mixture, X-ray radiation wavelength of 0.195 Å
was selected using a multilayer monochromator, diffraction data were recorded on a Dectris
Pilatus CdTe 2M detector positioned 1067 mm from the sample, radial integration of the raw
diffraction images was performed using PyFAI, 59 exposure time for each pattern was 5.0 s.
Time resolution between consecutive diffraction patterns was ca. 6.5 s and time resolution
of Raman spectra was typically 10 s. As milling media, two 7 mm stainless steel balls were
used, each weighing 1.4 g.
Crystal structure of naana was solved from powder X-ray diffraction data collected on a
laboratory Panalytical instrument in the Bragg-Brentano geometry. Structure was solved by
simulated annealing in direct space using known molecular fragments of na and ana, which
were treated as rigid bodies. Crystal structure solution was recognized when a meaningful hydrogen bond was assembled between molecular fragments of na and ana and with no
close contacts between non-bonded atoms. The structure model was finally refined treating
molecules of na and ana as rigid bodies. The crystal structure of salana was previously
reported as a cocrystal of non-zwitterionic molecules of sal and ana 45 and is here revised
as a zwitterionic cocrystal where the ana molecule in the cocrystal is zwitterionic. The
new structure model of salana cocrystal was refined against high-resolution synchrotron
powder diffraction data, collected at the 11-BM beamline of the Advanced Photon Source,
using restraints on bond distances and angles as well as planarity restraints. All calculations were performed using the program Topas. Crystal structures of salana and naana
are deposited with the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Center (CCDC) under deposition
numbers 1581782 and 1581783 and can be retrieved from CCDC upon request.
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Quantitative Rietveld refinement 60 was performed on a series of in situ collected powder
diffraction patterns in an automated fashion using batch files and the command-line version of
Topas, either always starting from the same input file or in a sequential manner. 26,29 Rietveld
refinements included refinement of the parameters for the shifted Chebyshev polynomial used
to describe the background parameters, parameters contributing the peak position and shape
(contribution to the lorenzian and gaussian full widths at half maximum, zero shift, unit cell
parameters). No instrument contribution to peak shape was assumed. Upon convergence of
Rietveld refinement for each pattern, the obtained relative crystalline phase weight fractions
were output to a separate file and used for further plotting. All plots were created using
the program Mathematica with the help of the SciDraw package. 61 For two-dimensional
time -resolved plots, background of each diffraction pattern was subtracted prior to plotting
using the Sonneveld-Visser 62 algorithm implemented in Mathematica. Spectral range of
316 −1713 cm−1 of Raman spectra were taken for analysis. Reaction vessel subtraction and
baseline subtraction in Raman spectra was performed as previously described. 29 Raman
spectra of pure phases of na, sal, ana-I, ana-III, nasal, naana and salana were collected in
the same experimental conditions. ana-III was prepared as described elsewhere. 47 Raman
reaction profiles were derived using nonnegative classic least-squares approach implemented
in MATLAB. 63
DFT calculations were performed using a plane-wave basis set code Quantum Espresso 64
with GBRV pseudopotentials 65 and vdW-DF-cx exchange-correlation functional. 51,52 The
plane-wave basis set cutoff was set to 820 eV and the first Brillouin zone was sampled by
a 3 × 3 × 3 Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh. In each calculation, crystal lattice and atom
positions were relaxed until the change in the total energy was < 0.5 meV, all the forces
were smaller than 0.01 eV/Å, and pressure was <0.5 kbar.
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Dynamic reaction environment in neat grinding where selectivity is
correlated with energy ranking from periodic ab initio calculations while
reactions may involve multiple solid-state proton transfers.
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